
 

Bread class action hits new snag

The Supreme Court of Appeal has expressed reservations about the manner in which damage claims would be distributed if
a class action against the largest bread producers was successful.
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The Competition Tribunal found Tiger Brands, Pioneer Foods and Foodcorp guilty of cartel conduct, paving the way for civil
claims by those harmed.

The Children's Resource Centre, the Black Sash Trust, the Congress of South African Trade Unions and the National
Consumer Forum brought an application for a class certification order to the Western Cape High Court. This was on behalf
of consumers prejudicially affected by the anticompetitive conduct of bread producers.

The application was dismissed and they are now petitioning the Supreme Court of Appeal.

The organisations' legal representatives told the court on Wednesday that the money won in damage claims would be kept
in a trust and distributed to feeding schemes. Any award by a court would not be distributed to the individual members of
the class action group as the amounts were too small and the claims too many.

You won - but someone else is getting the money

Judge Robert Nugent wanted to know how a court could say to plaintiffs that it acknowledged that they suffered losses, but
then allow the money awarded to be given to someone else.

Willem van der Linde SC, appearing for consumers represented by the four organisations, said there had been instances
where it was impossible or impractical to distribute awards to individual claimants. In cases like those, claims were
distributed to suitable charities.
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The court on Wednesday heard a certification application from the organisations. They claimed the poorest of the poor
suffered losses because of the illegal conduct by Tiger Brands, Pioneer Foods and Premier Foods when they collectively
decided to lower discounts to independent bread distributors, thereby increasing the price of bread.

Judge Nugent wanted to know why they bothered to define their action as a class if the members of the class would not
benefit from the action.

Van der Linde said in cases where there had been an agreement by the members of the class the award could be
distributed to a charitable cause.

'An element of vindicitiveness in class action'

Judge Nugent said was that not the case in the matter before the court. "Are they (bread producers) not just paying another
penalty?" he asked.

Van der Linde conceded that there was an element of vindictiveness in class action.

Judge Malcolm Wallis said the damage had already been considered by the Competition Tribunal when it made its findings
against the bread producers.

Van der Linde said parties could still file for damages, despite the fact that the companies had been fined by the tribunal.
The organisations were bringing a certification application for two classes - consumers who purchased bread in the
Western Cape from December 2006 until 14 February 2007 and a class of consumers who brought bread across the
country from September 1999 up to 8 May 2008.

Tembeka Ngcukaitobi, appearing for the Legal Resources Centre which was admitted as a friend of the court, argued that if
the bar was set too high and a certification application was elevated to a mini-trial, it would prevent people's access to
justice.

Class action was a way of allowing people who, in the ordinary course of action, would not be able to have access to
justice.

Judge Nugent said if the consumers in this case were denied access to justice it would make no difference to them at all,
as they would not be benefiting from the action.

David Unterhalter SC, appearing for Premier Foods, said the application could not be successful as it did not demonstrate
who suffered losses and their extent. The trust mechanism to distribute the claims was simply a device to remedy the failure
of the applicants to show who the class was and what the damages it suffered amounted to.
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